Seed Bomb Cannon ©
Ages 12+ Made in PA, USA
Use the seed bomb cannon to
distribute seed balls into fields while
having fun. The best time to use the
seed bomb cannon is fall, because the
winter rains and snows can help
break the seed balls down and get those seeds close to the ground,
where they need to be to grow.
Directions
It takes some practice to get it right, but once you get it down, seed
balls will be sailing!
1. Practice with a similarly
sized and shaped item.
Round dog kibble works
well. Items must fit in
the aperture and roll in
the tube smoothly!
2. Make certain the area is
clear of animals, people,
and structures.
3. Put a single seed ball in
the mouth of the cannon.
Hold the cannon
vertically with the curvature pointing forward.
4. Lower the cannon over your shoulder next to your ear or behind
your head.
5. Listen for the sounds of the seed ball rolling down the shaft of the
cannon.
6. When the seed ball approaches the open end of the pipe, fling the
pipe forward. DO NOT LET GO of the pipe!

Trouble shooting
• Seed Balls hit the
ground in front of me.
Don’t wait so long to
fling the cannon.
• Seed Balls shoot too
high. Wait longer to
fling the cannon.
• Seed Balls explode in
the air. Flinging too
hard. Don’t worry,
those seeds may grow where they land!
• I shoved something into the cannon and I can’t get it out! Try
water in the cannon, shake and fling it with some water inside.
Alternately, get a dowel or metal rod and poke the lodged item
out from the hole in the handle.
DON’Ts
• DO NOT fling seed balls at cars, buildings, people, siblings, or
animals.
• DO NOT fling anything harder than a seed ball.
• DO NOT use cannon if there are small kids around that could get
in the way or get hurt.
• DO NOT swing the cannon at people, animals, or anything else. It
can hurt the target and the cannon.
THIS IS NOT A TOY. This is intended for the dispersal of seed into open
land areas only. Seed-Balls.com is not responsible for any injury or
damage done. Do not use within 15 feet of younger children, and never
use with people forward of you within 100 yards.

P.S. Take your cannon to the lake with some fish pellets and feed the
fish!
Refills
Visit http://shop.seed-balls.com for refills. Please include a note with
your order, specifying that this for a cannon, and we can make certain
that you get the right size seed balls!
grow@seed-balls.com

